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Description
Feeding your body certain foods may help keep your immune system strong. With the 2019 coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic, it’s especially important to understand that no supplement, diet, or other lifestyle modification other than physical distancing, also known as social distancing and proper hygiene practices can protect you from COVID-19. The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has put a spotlight on the important role nutrition has in supporting the immune system relative to viruses such as this.

Discussion
During influenza season or seasons of disease, individuals regularly look for uncommon food varieties or nutrient enhancements that are accepted to support resistance. Nutrient C and food varieties like citrus organic products, chicken soup, and tea with nectar are well known models [1]. However the plan of our invulnerable framework is intricate and impacted by an optimal equilibrium of numerous variables, not simply diet, and particularly not by any one explicit food or supplement. Nonetheless, a decent eating regimen comprising of a scope of nutrients and minerals, joined with sound way of life factors like sufficient rest and exercise and low pressure, most adequately makes preparations to battle contamination and illness. The safe framework is an intricate organization Trusted Source that continually attempts to shield the body from antigens, which have relationship with microorganisms, including microbes, poisons, parasites, and infections. Consistently, we are continually presented to conceivably hurtful microorganisms, everything being equal. Our safe framework, an organization of complicated stages and pathways in the body, ensures us against these hurtful microorganisms just as specific illnesses. It perceives unfamiliar trespassers like microscopic organisms, infections, and parasites and makes a quick move [2]. People have two sorts of resistance: intrinsic and versatile. Eating enough supplements as a component of a fluctuated diet is needed for the wellbeing and capacity, all things considered, including insusceptible cells. Certain dietary examples may better set up the body for microbial assaults and overabundance aggravation; however it is far-fetched that singular food varieties offer unique security. Each phase of the body's resistant reaction depends on the presence of numerous micronutrients. Instances of supplements that have been distinguished as basic for the development and capacity of invulnerable cells incorporate nutrient C, nutrient D, zinc, selenium, iron, and protein (counting the amino corrosive glutamine). They are found in an assortment of plant and creature food varieties [3].

Conclusion
The older are an especially high-hazard bunch. The safe reaction by and large decays with expanding age as the number and nature of insusceptible cells diminishes. This causes a higher danger of less fortunate results if the older foster constant or intense infections. What's more, around 33% of older in industrialized nations have supplement insufficiencies [4]. A few reasons incorporate a more unfortunate hunger because of persistent illnesses, sadness, or depression; various prescriptions that can meddle with supplement assimilation and craving; malabsorption because of intestinal issues; and expanded supplement needs due to hypermetabolic states with intense or constant conditions. Diet assortment may likewise be restricted because of spending limitations or lower interest in cooking for one individual; helpless dentition; mental debilitation; or absence of transportation and local area assets to get good food [5]. Eat a fair eating regimen with entire organic products, vegetables, lean proteins, entire grains, and a lot of water. A Mediterranean Diet is one choice that incorporates these kinds of food sources.
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